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MATERIAL TERMS OF FAS 167
(ASU 2009‐17)

Agenda
d For This
h Section
•
•
•
•
•
•

Background
g
and review,, changes
g from FIN 46(R)
( )
Expanded definition of a VIE
Determining the primary beneficiary (PB)
Power sharing
Power-sharing
Implementation challenges
Disclosures
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Technical Background
g
•

Originally issued as SFAS 167 (now resides in ASC 810)

•

Subsequently codified as ASU 2009-17, Improvements to
Financial Reporting by Enterprises Involved with
Variable Interests

•

Affects entities that are subject to the variable interest
entity consolidation model

•

Increases related disclosure requirements

•

Effective for fiscal years and related interim periods
beginning after Nov. 15, 2009

•

Earlier application prohibited
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Review Of VIE Consolidation GAAP
Key questions to ask:
1. Does the VIE consolidation guidance apply?
2 Are
2.
A there
h
any scope exceptions?
i ?
3. Does the reporting entity (RE) hold a variable interest?
4. Is the target entity a VIE?
5. Is the RE the primary beneficiary of the VIE?
SFAS 167/ASU 09-17 primarily affected #2 and #5
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Significant
g
Changes
g
•

Eliminates QSPE scope exceptions

•

R i
Revises
definition
d fi i i off a VIE

•

Determination of primary beneficiary - replaces
quantitative assessment with a qualitative approach

•

R
Requires
i
ongoing,
i
annuall assessments
t

•

p
disclosure requirements,
q
, including
g financial
Expands
statement display
10

Implementation: Expanded Definition Of VIE
SFAS 167
• Kick-out rights:
Cannot consider
unless held by a
single party
• QSPEs: Scope
exception eliminated

FIN 46(R)
• Existence of any
kick-out rights
g
indicated that
equity holders at
risk do not control
the entity.
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Impact:
p
Expanded
p
Definition Of VIE

•

Modification of assessment of kick-out rights may result
in more entities being evaluated as VIEs.

•

FASB predicts that many limited partnership
arrangements will be VIEs and thus evaluated for
consolidation.
consolidation

•

A true “sleeper”; will affect all industries, not just
financial services
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Implementation: Determination Of
Primary Beneficiary
SFAS 167
The PB of a VIE has (1)
the power over VIE’s
significant activities,
and (2) obligation to
absorb VIE
VIE’ss losses or
the right to receive
benefits that could
be potentially
significant to the VIE.

FIN 46(R)
The PB of a VIE is the
entity that absorbs a
majority of the VIE’s
expected losses,
residual returns or
both.
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Impact:
p : Primary
y Beneficiary
y
•

New definition of PB applies a qualitative assessment to
power and control.

•

Must be re-assessed annually

•

Kick-out rights are ignored unless held by a single party.

•

Sh d power situations
Shared
it ti
mustt b
be evaluated
l t d with
ith care.
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Power-Sharing
g
Power is considered shared if:
•

Two or more unrelated parties have power to direct the
activities that most significantly affect the economic
performance of the VIE,, and
p

•

All decisions about those activities require the consent
of each of the parties sharing power.

Practice considerations:
•

If multiple parties have power over the activity (or
activities) that most significantly affect the economic
performance
f
off the
th VIE
VIE, b
butt power iis nott shared
h d

•

If multiple parties have power over different activities
of the VIE, but power is not shared
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Power-Sharing:
g “Tiebreaker Guidance”
When: Apply the related party “tiebreaker” test only if no
one party in the related party group individually has a
controlling financial interest, but the related party
group as a whole does.
Why: Tiebreaker test identifies the related party “most
closely associated
associated” with the VIE.
How: If one party in the related party group individually
meets
t b
both
th conditions
diti
ffor consolidation,
lid ti
th
then th
thatt party
t
consolidates irrespective of the tiebreaker test.
Insight: A very qualitative assessment
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Example:
p : Power-Sharing
g
Company A and Company B form an entity to manufacture, distribute and
sell a beverage. The entity is funded with $95 million of 20-year fixedrate debt and $5 million of equity. The debt is widely dispersed among
third-party investors. The equity is held by Company A and Company B.
Company A and Company B are not related parties. Company A, a
beverage manufacturer and distributor, is responsible for manufacturing
the beverage. Company B, also a beverage manufacturer and
distributor, is responsible for distributing and selling the beverage.
C
Company
A and
d Company
C
B each
hh
have 50% off th
the voting
ti rights
i ht and
d each
h
represents 50% of the board of directors. Decisions about the
manufacturing, distributing and selling of the beverage require the
consent of both Company
p y A and Company
p y B. All other decisions about
the entity are jointly decided by Company A and Company B through
their voting interests and equal board representation. Any matters that
cannot be resolved or agreed upon must be resolved through a thirdparty arbitration process.
process
Source: SFAS 167
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Example:
p : Power-Sharing
g (Cont.)
(
.)
1. Who are the variable interest holders?
2. Which activities most significantly affect the entity’s
economic activities?
3. Who has the power to direct those activities? Is there
power-sharing?
4. Who is the primary beneficiary?
5. What if Company A instructed where Company B could
distribute and sell the beverage?
6. What if B’s board representation increased to 70%?
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Example:
p : Power-Sharing,
g, Insights
g
•

If the joint consent of A and B was needed for directing
activities, power is considered shared.

•

If power is not shared, but:
– The significant activities are directed by multiple
unrelated parties, and
– The nature of the activities that each party are
directing is the same,
same
– Then the party, if any, with the power over the
majority of those activities shall be considered to
h
have
the
h power to d
direct the
h activities off the
h VIE.
Identifying significant activities requires consideration
of the primary purpose, and risks, the VIE was
designed to address.
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Impact:
p : Annual Assessment
•

Distinct from reconsideration of VIE status, which is
required only upon triggering events

•

FASB added a new triggering event, related to loss of
power to direct VIE’s activities that most significantly
p
g
y
affect VIE’s performance.

•

PB assessment must be reconsidered on an annual basis.

•

FASB expects most VIEs to have PBs (fewer “orphans”)
orphans ).

•

Timing of annual assessment is not specified.

•

Assessing “power” involves layers of qualitative
judgments.

•

FASB is skeptical of an imbalance between a reporting
y economic interest vs. its economic p
power.
entity’s
20

Implementation
p
Challenges
g For PBs
•

Developing consolidation processes and related
technology

•

Accessing financial information in a timely manner

•

Public companies – Sarbanes-Oxley considerations

•

Developing policies for monitoring and identifying
triggering events or transactions

•

Developing a robust annual assessment process
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Implementation Challenges For PBs:
Consolidation
•

Balance sheet

•

Income statement

•

Statement of changes in equity

•

Statement of cash flows

•

Measurement

•

Comparability of financial information – guidance is only
applied prospectively
22

Balance Sheet: Separate Presentation
Requirement
•

Assets and liabilities of VIE that are restricted to the
VIE’s use and responsibility only should be segregated on
the face of balance sheet.

•

FASB did not provide detailed implementation guidance.

•

Practice has evolved to include parenthetical displays,
separate line items and “mini” balance sheets.

•

“Collapsing” all such assets and liabilities is not
appropriate.
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Measurement Issues
•

GAAP says assets and liabilities being consolidated
should be brought over at their carrying amounts.

•

However, if that is not “practicable
However
practicable,” they shall be
measured at fair value.
– “Practicable” is not defined.
– Election of fair value option
– Initial fair value measurement
– Unpaid principal balance method for lending-related
lending related
activities
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Implementation
p
Challenges:
g
Disclosures
•

VIEs or potential VIEs scoped out due to scope
exceptions (non-profits, valid business, etc.)

•

All reporting entities involved with a VIE but are not its
PB

•

All reporting entities that are the PB of a VIE

•

For entities with multiple VIEs,
VIEs some aggregation of
disclosures is permitted.

•

Allow additional
All
dd
l time to gather
h information
f
ffor
disclosures
25

Ashima Jain, PricewaterhouseCoopers

EFFORTS TO REVISE FAS 167

Background
• In June 2009, FASB issued amendments to the VIE model (FAS 167).
g
concern about the unintended
• However,, in Februaryy 2010,, due to significant
consequences of FAS 167, FASB issued a temporary deferral to certain investment
entities.
• Separately, in December 2008, IASB issued its proposed consolidation guidance for all
entities.
entities
• With an eye towards convergence , FASB and IASB jointly deliberated IASB’s proposal.
• Based on U.S. stakeholder input, FASB decided not to propose converging with IFRS in
all areas but rather only eliminate temporary deferral for certain investment entities by:
- Adopting guidance largely similar to IFRS for distinguishing whether a decisionmaker is an agent or a principal
- Amending kick
kick-out
out rights guidance for voting interest entities
entities, for greater consistency
• IASB finalized consolidation guidance (IFRS 10) in May 2011, replacing IAS 27 & SIC-12.
• FASB issued its proposal on Nov. 3, 2011; comments were due Feb. 15, 2012.
- The
Th transition
i i provisions
i i
broadly
b dl replicated
li
d those
h
contained
i d iin FAS 167.
6
- The effective date and whether early adoption would be permitted were not specified.
PwC
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Overview Of The Proposal
Principal =
decision-maker
consolidates

Compensation
of decisionmaker
Other
interests
held byy
decisionmaker

Principal
or agent?

Rights
held by
th
others

Consider overall relationship

Agent = decisionmaker does not
consolidate

One factor is determinative: Substantive kick out right held by a single party = an agent
PwC
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Proposed Changes To Voting Model:
Limited Partnerships
• Currently, there is a rebuttable presumption that a general partner controls a
limited partnership; this presumption can be overcome if simple majority
kick-out rights are held by the limited partners.
• FASB proposed replacing the rebuttable presumption of control with a
presumption that the general partner has power (but not control).
• The general partner would then need to apply the principal-vs.-agent
analysis, consistent with that applied for VIEs.
• Under the principal-vs.-agent analysis, simple majority kick-out rights held
by more than one party would no longer be determinative by themselves of
the general partner not having control over the partnership.

PwC
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Current Status
• In May 2012, based on comment letter feedback, FASB decided to redeliberate most
aspects of its proposal, including:
- Consolidation conclusions for money market funds, securitization and asset-backed
financing entities (entities previously considered qualifying special-purpose
entities)
- Application of consolidation guidance to partnerships and similar entities
- Overall principal-vs.-agent analysis, including factors and their weighting
- Role of kick-out, participating and redemption rights in the consolidation analysis
- The manner in which related parties are considered in the consolidation analysis
• In August 2012, FASB decided the following:
- Reaffirmed previous decision to align participating rights guidance between the
VIE and voting models
- Decided that purpose and design of the entity should not be added as a fourth
factor in the principal-vs.-agent analysis
• Next
N
meeting
i will
ill ffocus on weighting
i h i the
h three
h
ffactors iin principal-vs.-agency
i i l
analysis
l i
• Staff is working toward issuing a standard in the first half of next year.
PwC
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Thank You

PwC firms provide industry-focused assurance, tax and advisory services to enhance value for their clients. More than 163,000 people in 151 countries in firms
across the PwC network share their thinking, experience and solutions to develop fresh perspectives and practical advice. See www.pwc.com for more
information.
This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the
information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication,
publication and,
and to the extent permitted by law
law, [insert legal name of the PwC firm]
firm], its members
members,
employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to
act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.
© 2012 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. PwC refers to the United States member firm, and may sometimes refer to the PwC network. Each
member firm is a separate legal entity. Please see www.pwc. com/structure for further details.
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CONTINUING CHALLENGES
FROM FAS 167
IMPLEMENTATIONS

Example 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Company A and Company B form a new venture to manufacture medical devices.
Each investor owns 50% equity.
Company A procures substantially all raw materials for the venture.
Venture licenses key IP from Company A.
Venture sells 100% of output to Company B.
Company A is a significant shareholder of Company B and accounts for its investment
in Company B under the equity method.

PwC
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Example 2
• A limited partnership was set up to invest in privately held companies.
g rights.
g
• The GP has exclusive decision-making
- The GP has delegated decision-making to a related party manager, but not through a
separate legal agreement.
- The GP may remove the investment manager at will.
• The GP has made an equity investment equal to 0.2% of total invested capital.
• No single investor holds more than 5% of the outstanding LP interests.
• No single LP (including related parties) has substantive kick-out or participating rights.

PwC
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Example 3
• Manufacturing Co. has an agreement with (unrelated)Reseller; sale of Manufacturing
Co.’s products represents approximately 90% of the Reseller’s revenue.
• Manufacturing Co. does not have any equity in Reseller.
• Reseller borrows against inventory/receivables.
default under an inter-creditor
inter creditor agreement,
agreement Manufacturing Co
Co. is
• In case of Reseller default,
obligated to repurchase inventory at book value in order to help pay off the bank.

A/P
Manufacturing
Co

Reseller
Agreement

Reseller
A/R
Inventory

Loan

Bank

PwC
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Implementation Challenges:
Private Company

Technical Challenges
•

Variable interests among related parties

•

y beneficiary
y determination
Primary

•

Identification of reconsideration events

•

Consolidation and deconsolidation
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Other Challenges
•

Cost/benefit

•

g with lenders
Working

•

Use of GAAP departures

•

Financial statements of a
subsidiary
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Related Party Example:
Di t ib ti
Distribution,
Inc.
I
and
d Leasing,
L
i
LLC
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Background

About Distribution, Inc:
• Since 1990 Distribution, Inc.
sells house wares and
decorations
• Owned by Cindy
• Distribution, Inc. operates out
of two facilities:
- One
O owned
d directly
di tl b
by it
- One owned by the
commonly controlled
Leasing LLC
Leasing,

Aboutt Leasing,
Ab
L
i
LLC:
LLC
• Formed on May 15, 2012
with a $500,000 investment
from Cindyy
• Entered into a 20-year
mortgage for $2.5 million
• Cindy guaranteed the
mortgage
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Background

About the lease:
• Building was purchased
because it is next door to the
existing facility and therefore
provides efficiency to
Distribution, Inc.
• 20-year lease; monthly
renewal option
• Triple net
• Lease payment was based on
the required mortgage
payment, which is not marketrate
42

Entity Structure
Cindy

Guaranty
Bank
100% of
equity

100% of
equity

Distribution, Inc.
(reporting entity)

Debt

Lease LLC
Lease,
Lease
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Analysis Of Variable Interest In Lease, LLC
TITLE 1

TITLE 4

Implicit?

4
Variable
interests

TITLE 3

Gua a tee
Guarantee

1

3

Equity
ownership

TITLE 2

2

Mortgage
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Analysis

Significant activities

Investment
decisions

Significant activities Significant activities

Financing
decisions

Operational
decisions
• Maintenance of the
building
• Insuring
I
i the
th building
b ildi
• Paying taxes
• Leasing the facility
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Is Lease
Lease, LLC
a VIE?

Who is
Wh
i the
th
primary
beneficiary of
lease, LLC?
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Related Party Example:
Di t ib ti
Distribution,
Inc.
I
and
d Home
H
Décor
Dé
Co.
C

Background

Home Décor Co.
• Established in 2010 by Steve,
brother of Cindy with $10,000 of
equity
• Distribution,
Distribution Inc.
Inc has lent Home
Décor Co. $1 million to fund start-up
costs and working capital.
• Home Décor Co. makes 90% of its
purchases of goods from Distributor,
Inc. at favorable rates.
• Home Décor Co. is < 1% of
Distributor, Inc.’s
Inc. s sales.
48

Entity Structure
Cindy

Steve
Siblings

100% of
equity

100% of
equity

Distribution,
Di
t ib ti
IInc.
(reporting entity)

Home Décor Co.
Sales & loan
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Analysis

Variable interests

Variable interests

Equity
ownership

Loan?

Variable interests

Purchasing
agreement?
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Is
Home Décor Co.
a VIE?
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What If:
Home Décor Co.
• Was a reseller of Distribution,
Inc’s products to consumers?
• Had no employees other than
its owner?
• Used Distribution, Inc.’s facility?
• Was designed so that
Distribution, Inc could “break
into” the consumer market?

Who is the primary beneficiary?
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What If:
Home Décor Co.
• Provided interior design
services to customers?
• Earned the majority of revenues
through its design services, and
not from resale of Distribution,
Inc.’s products?
• Had its own independent
stores?
• Was designed to pursue
business and investment
opportunity for Steve?

Who is the primary beneficiary?
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